
SCOUT Projects:       No-Seeum Screen Ideas 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)              Ray Henry  

Description 
We wanted some better protection from noseeums after a week in the Everglades National Park. The 

window and door screens cut down on them considerably, but they still made their way through the 

mesh. 

Parts Ordered 
1. VERY fine noseeum mesh (Amazon) 

     

  
 

2. Bungee “buttons” (Top Kayaker Shop) 

 

 
 

3. 3/16 Bungee Cord 

 
 

4. Twist turns (on hand – Sailrite.com) 

 
5. Sewing materials 

6. Small piece of Sunbrella (door flap) 

7. Velcro 

 



Design 
We wanted a cover for the aft door, and some covers for a few of the windows.   

For the door, we thought that stretching the screen around to the sides of the wood frame would a) seal 

better around the corners and b) not require ugly hardware on the face of the wood.  We thought we 

could come up with something that rolled up under our header/valance in the salon and wouldn’t need 

stowage space. 

We thought that some stretchy bungee attachments around the perimeter would allow the screen to 

stretch and pull tight across the face of the wood frame. We also wanted an easy way to remove it for 

cleaning, etc. 

We attached the screen to a Sunbrella strip that would have twist-lock attachments to the aft bulkhead 

up under the valance.  We allowed the bungee cord to come up through grommets so we could adjust 

the tension if our planning was wrong. 

Finally, we left a flap of Sunbrella hanging down so that the screen could be rolled up and held up above 

the door when not in use. 

Here is the top corner of the Sunbrella strip with one of the three twist-lock openings and the bungee 

adjustment grommet. 

 

 

 



Around the hem of the screen, we provided reinforced openings to allow the bungee to be pulled out and 

around the buttons attached to the outside of the frame. 

 

 

 

At each location on the door frame, we attached a “bungee button”. 

 

 

 

For the windows, we thought that we could just insert a noseeum panel in our exterior snap-on window 

covers – just over the portion of the opening window and interior screen.  So we cut noseeum pieces the 

size of the (partial) exterior window covers and stitched Velcro to the window cover trim on the inside 

and some mating pieces on the noseeum mesh panels. 



Here is one of the portside window screens with the Velcro tabs (the U-shaped cutouts are for the 

window cover snaps. 

 

 

Noseeum Fabric Panel 

 

 

 

Attached Panel to Exterior Window Cover 



Completion 
The photos below show the overall arrangement in use.  First the door cover. 

 

 

Completed Door Assembly 

 

 

 
Twist Lock Attachment and Bungee Adjustment – Door Cover 

 



  

Bungee Button Attachments – Door Frame 

 

 

Door Cover Rolled Up Behind Valance (Velcro behind) 

 



  

Door Cover 

 

Finally the window panels in use: 

 

Noseeum Panel Sandwiched Behind Exterior Window Cover 



 

 

Window Cover Outside, Noseeum Panel Next, then Interior Window Screen 

 

 

 

All Five Noseeum Panels For Stowage 

Do-Overs and Comments 
For the door, the 3/16” bungee seems to be a bit “aggressive” and it may be better with 1/8”.  With the 

grommet arrangement, we should be able to pull some new bungee through to test it. 

 

Overall, the covers seem to work well, but there is only one way we’ll be able to be sure……... 

 


